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INTRODUCTION
Depuis une dizaine d’années, le Pop art est devenu partie intégrante de la scène 
artistique iranienne. « Happy Days » met à l’honneur treize artistes originaires de 
l’iran. Une exposition à la galerie Nicolas Flamel qui souhaite familiariser nos 
amoureux de l’art à ce mouvement. 

l’artistes exposés ne sont pas nécessairement des artistes Pop art dans leur 
majorité mais des maîtres de la calligraphie, de la sculpture contemporaine, des 
caricaturistes, des artistes graffiti et des photographes, qui ont accepté de nourrir 
par leur imagination le thème choisi pour cette exposition : Pop art.

l’idée de cette exposition est d’offrir aux visiteurs un témoignage de 
l’effervescence artistique iranienne et de mieux faire apprécier le fondement de 
cet art, nouveau pour certains, et imprégné par d’autres.

« Happy Days » est une véritable rencontre entre la culture iranienne et la culture 
occidentale.

Hessam KHalatbari & Yassi MetgHalcHi

HaPPYDAYS ✦ IRANIAN POP ART EXHIBITION



the works of 13 iranian artists with eclectic backgrounds are being 
showcased in this exhibition. Working with a diverse mix of media and 
techniques, the artists include masters of calligraphy, cartoonists, 
graphic designers, street artists, sculptors and photographers.

On the one hand their work is inspired by traditional and political 
representations. On the other, their use of vibrant visual narrative 
and analytical readiness composes the realm of an iranian culture, 
which invariably challenges conservatism while lampooning 
pretentious pomposity. together they celebrate and satirise the 
multifaceted social character of a nation which has matured 
through historical upheaval and political uncertainty whilst being 
guided by a romantic wheel of spirituality.

Presenting a wealth of thought provoking, playful, gorgeously 
colourful pieces, this is a dazzling exhibition of not only east meeting 
West but also an exciting engagement of tradition with liberalism.

Nazenin aNsari  
Managing Editor Kayhan-London

HaPPYDAYS ✦ IRANIAN POP ART EXHIBITION
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born in 1957, iran

“Salar ahmadian most recent works weave together text and colour, tradition and 
modernity. He goes beyond the calligraphic script to present a new visual language 
akin to the symbolism of Pop art or the creative process of Surrealism. in a manner 
which recalls the techniques of Jackson Pollock and rothko, the artist compromises on 
his canvas his artistic will, the uncertainty of the brushstroke and his imagination.
For ahmadian, his creative process is based upon the crux of his Persian heritage and 
the achievements of contemporary Western art history.”

Salar  
AhmAdIAN

AucTIONs

2012 - chiristies auction, Dubai, Uae 
2012 - art expo, Kuwait
2011 - art expo, tehran, iran
2011 - chiristies auction, Dubai, Uae 
2011 - art expo, Kuwait
2010 - chiristies auction, Dubai, Uae 
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Salar ahmadIan 

UNtitleD, 2014 

Oil on canvas - 150 x 170 cm
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Salar ahmadIan 

UNtitleD, 2014

Oil on canvas - 150 x 150 cm
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Salar ahmadIan 

UNtitleD, 2014

Oil on canvas - 150 x 150 cm
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born in 1956, iran 
academic training in painting and art history at Zangar art institute. 
tehran.1988-1991 
Painting instructor since 1992
6 solo exhibitions, and more than 80 group exhibitions.

abDi 
AsBAGhI

2013 - gabala art, Melody of Portraits. azerbaijan republic 
2011 - golestan art gallery, tehran. (6th Solo exhibition)
2010 - Opera gallery Dubai
2009 - tehran art expo
2009 - 2007 - 2004 - Opera gallery Singapore 
2006 - Schillerpalais gallery, berlin- germany, (5th Solo exhibition)
2006 - Opera gallery New York 
2005 - Niavaran cultural center, tehran 
2001 - golestan art gallery, tehran. (4th Solo exhibition) 
1997 - golestan art gallery, tehran. (3rd Solo exhibition) 
1996 - bahman cultural center, tehran
1995 - Seyhoun art gallery, tehran. (2nd Solo exhibition)
1994 - tehran Museum of contemporary art. (Portraits) 
1994 - Seyhoun art gallery, tehran. (1st Solo exhibition) 
1992 & 1993 - Painting and Miniature exhibition, tehran international trade fair 
1991 - 1st biennial exhibition, tehran 

AwARds ANd cOllecTIONs
2014 One painting in collection of Visual arts of iran
2009 One painting in collection of roudaki foundation 
2006 One painting in collection of tehran Museum of contemporary art 
Municipal of tehran published a Post card
Selection of realist and hyper realist Persian contemporary painters for post card
2005 One painting in collection of Niavaran cultural center 
1996 Winner of contemporary section of thoughts in mirror of art. bahman cultural center 
1991 awarded for first biennial exhibition 
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abdi asbaghI 
“tWO lOVerS”, 2014  

From the Package series

acrylic on canvas - 90 x 70 cm
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abdi asbaghI
“QaJarieH”, 2014

From the Package series 

acrylic on canvas - 60 x 80 cm
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abdi asbaghI 
“SelFie”, 2014  

From the Package series

acrylic on canvas - 60 x 80 cm
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He is a cartoonist whose work delights the viewers 
while at the same time makes them think.

KaMbiZ 
deRAmBAKhsh

a native of Shiraz, the city of love and poetry in central iran, he is one of iran’s most 
prominent caricaturists. He studied at tehran Fine arts university and has been publi-
shing his cartoons in many newspapers for more than 60 years (le Monde, New York 
times, Die Zeit…).

iranian cartoonist Kambiz received the chevalier of the legion of Honor, which is the 
highest decoration awarded by the French government. Derambakhsh is the first ira-
nian visual artist to have received the award.

He is well known internationally and his works have been exhibited in more than 50 
exhibitions and in Museums in iran and europe, including basel caricature Museum in 
Switzerland, gabrovo House of cartoons in bulgaria, tehran contemporary arts Mu-
seum, avignon Museum, Warsaw cartoon Museum, Frankfurt Municipality, etc.…. 

« a good cartoon must be simple, without words, able to convey its message simply, 
and communicate with all the people around the world.
People need to have good feelings more than anything else, and artists can transfer 
these good feelings to people through their art to have a share in their happiness »
Kambiz Derambakhsh is a Peace loving and Poetical cartoonist
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Kambiz dErambakhsh
“UNtitleD”, 2014  

From the black Miniatures series

acrylic and oil on canvas - 100 x 70 cm
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Kambiz dErambakhsh
“QaJari”, 2014 

acrylic and oil on canvas - 100 x 100 cm
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Kambiz dErambakhsh
”iNSPireD bY eDOUarD MaNet’S FiFe PlaYer“, edition 1/3, 2012

Digital print on canvas with frame - 71 x 54 cm
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Mami was born in 1975, in rasht, one of the Northern cities of iran. 
He was graduated from tehran art University in graphic design ba.
He has opened his own studio named «100x70» in 2000, in lahijan, iran.
He makes political statements through his works of art
He had a lot of exhibitions all over the world so far, and collaborated with Famous artists.

MOHaMMaD 
KhOdAsheNAs

selecTed exhIBITIONs

2013 - Street art Festival istanbul 2013 - turkey 
2012 - Street art Festival istanbul 2012 ‘renovation’ - turkey 
2012 - the 22nd international istanbul art Fair 2012 - turkey 
2012 - international Modern and contemporary art auction, Paris - Dubai
2012 - «Street art Show « DUbai - PaUl aleXiS bleK le rat
MOHaMMaD KHODaSHeNaS ( MaMi) Mr. braiNWaSH SeeN
eXHibitiON, OPera gallerY DUbai DiFc
2012 - live & Silent auction at Henry buhl foundation, New York - USa
2011 - graFF iN tHe citY - Opera gallery, Paris
2011 - Poster from iran 2000 - 2010, b&K Projects gallery - Denmark
2010 - graff city - Opera gallery, Paris 
2010 - 4 x 4 - group painting exhibition - etemad gallery, tehran - iran
2010 - 22 international poster biennale, Warsaw - Polska
2010 -  graphic Design collective Project - azad art gallery, tehran - iran
2010 - a colorful day - poster exhibition - Momayez gallery, tehran - iran
2010 - Divarkoob - vije / school of visual communication, tehran - iran
2009 - group show at venerde for poster - italy 
2008 - geN X - poster by iranian young graphic designers - York university, toronto - canada 
2008 - iranian typography - York university, toronto - canada 
2008 - rokhsat - group poster exhibition - Mirak gallerry, Mashhad - iran
2007 - rokhsat - group poster exhibition - azad art gallery, tehran - iran
2006 - group Painting exhibition - Parvin gallery, rasht - iran
2006 - Solo painting exhibition - Parvin gallery, rasht - iran
2006 - Solo painting in the workshop abbas kiarostami in lahijan - iran 
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selecTed exhIBITIONs

2013 - Street art Festival istanbul 2013 - turkey 
2012 - Street art Festival istanbul 2012 ‘renovation’ - turkey 
2012 - the 22nd international istanbul art Fair 2012 - turkey 
2012 - international Modern and contemporary art auction, Paris - Dubai
2012 - «Street art Show « DUbai - PaUl aleXiS bleK le rat
MOHaMMaD KHODaSHeNaS ( MaMi) Mr. braiNWaSH SeeN
eXHibitiON, OPera gallerY DUbai DiFc
2012 - live & Silent auction at Henry buhl foundation, New York - USa
2011 - graFF iN tHe citY - Opera gallery, Paris
2011 - Poster from iran 2000 - 2010, b&K Projects gallery - Denmark
2010 - graff city - Opera gallery, Paris 
2010 - 4 x 4 - group painting exhibition - etemad gallery, tehran - iran
2010 - 22 international poster biennale, Warsaw - Polska
2010 -  graphic Design collective Project - azad art gallery, tehran - iran
2010 - a colorful day - poster exhibition - Momayez gallery, tehran - iran
2010 - Divarkoob - vije / school of visual communication, tehran - iran
2009 - group show at venerde for poster - italy 
2008 - geN X - poster by iranian young graphic designers - York university, toronto - canada 
2008 - iranian typography - York university, toronto - canada 
2008 - rokhsat - group poster exhibition - Mirak gallerry, Mashhad - iran
2007 - rokhsat - group poster exhibition - azad art gallery, tehran - iran
2006 - group Painting exhibition - Parvin gallery, rasht - iran
2006 - Solo painting exhibition - Parvin gallery, rasht - iran
2006 - Solo painting in the workshop abbas kiarostami in lahijan - iran 

Mohammad khodashEnas
Où êteS-VOUS, MeS DiMeNSiONS ?, 2014 

acrylic and Spray paint stencil and screen print collage on canvas - 160 x 120 cm
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Mohammad khodashEnas
Fa+KaF, 2014 

acrylic and Spray paint stencil and screen print collage on canvas - 100 x 70 cm
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Mohammad khodashEnas
PerSONNe N’a rieN Dit, 2014 

acrylic and Spray paint stencil and screen print collage on canvas - 160 x 120 cm
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Manoutchehr Marzban was born in geneva, Switzerland in 
1962. He studied film and history in the United States. He started 
drawing from an early age, concentrating on still life and pencil 
etchings. Manou had his first opening in Washington, Dc (1993). 
He has since been featured in events across europe.

mANOu

influenced by modern art, a host of film-makers, as well as comic-books and cartoons, 
Swiss-born Manou’s work has been described as ‘Whimsical cool - not in the heavy 
sense of expressing his anxieties or demons, but in a whimsical manner of artists who 
have approached art as play. His art is dramatic, thought-provoking, but above all 
beautifully animated and colorful.’ (PbS, USa July 2012).  His efforts led to le Monde 
calling him the ‘Persian banksy’ (May 2013). 

Manou’s most recent series ‘Pop goes Persepolis’ and ‘QajFreaks’ have been featured 
in the Huffington Post (May 2014). the new series fuses Persian motifs with pop art over-
tones, creating a very different view of Persian history.  «the one thing that fascinates 
me as a Persian is our past. No one has played with these images of Persepolis ruins in 
a pop fashion. i wanted to lighten up that past and make the symbols more vibrant 
and contemporary.  i wanted to take those images of our glorious past, present them 
in bright reflections, and toss them into a future that is hopefully less heavy’.

«engaging and intriguing» - Huffington Post, July 2014
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manou 
”UNtitleD”, 2014

From the Superfreaks series 

acrylic with resin on 3D canvas - 100 x 100 cm
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manou 
“FiVe KiNgS” , 2014

From the Qajarfreaks series 

acrylic with resin on 3D canvas - 56 x 56 cm

acrylic with resin on 3D canvas

40 x 50 cm
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manou 
“tHree KiNgS” , 2014

From the Qajarfreaks series 

acrylic with resin on 3D canvas

40 x 50 cm
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born in 1980 in tehran-iraN
Member of iranian graphic designers’ society
Member of Society of iranian painters (SiP)

exhIBITIONs

2014 - Painting exhibition in atbin  gallery ,tehran ( group exhibition )
2014 - Painting exhibition in rouge space , newyork .  ( group exhibition )
2014 - Painting exhibition in kohen space , newyork .  ( group exhibition )
2014 - Painting exhibition in art lounge ,tehran ( solo exhibition ) (kiss)
2013 - Painting exhibition in atbin  gallery ,tehran ( solo exhibition ) (iranized)
2012 - the 1st ecO int’l visual art festival «norouz world festival»,  eco gallery in tehran
2011 - Painting exhibition in nar  gallery ,tehran ( solo exhibition )
2010 - Painting exhibition in canvas  gallery , newyork ( group exhibition )
2010 - Painting exhibition in nar  gallery ,tehran ( solo exhibition )
2009 - Painting exhibition in nar  gallery ,tehran ( group exhibition )
2009 - Digital painting exhibition , nar gallery , tehran  ( solo exhibition )
2008 - iranian typography of asmaalhosna exhibition, museum of contemporary art, tehran
2008 - iranian graphic designers’ society exhibition, iran artist forum,  tehran
2008 - 1th  poster exhibition of war in tehran imamali museum,
2008 - the annual book of graphic design exhibition ,iran artist forum,  tehran
2007 - 25 years theater poster of iran exhibition, saba museum,tehran
2007 - 9th  tehran international poster biennial of iran , saba museum,tehran
2006 - the first award competition of Monotheistic religions’ Posters, imamali museum,tehran
2006 - Selected posters of fifth generation of graphic designers of iran
2005 - Spiritual art exhibition painting space new arts NiaVaraN creations foundation
2004 - Video installation in arYa gallery, tehran ( solo exhibition )
2004 - 6th tehran contemporary painting biennial museum of contemporary art, tehran
2001 - Painting exhibition in aFraND gallery
1996 - graphic exhibition in SOUreH gallery
1995 - graphic exhibition in SOUreH gallery

MeHDi 
mIRBAGheRI
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Mehdi mIrbaghErI 

FrOM leFt tO rigHt

“HeecH” 3 editions + aP , 2014

“JOON iN tHe riDer” 3 editions + aP , 2014

“MaacH” edition 3/3 + aP , 2014

From the lips collection

Print on Kodak paper digital collage - 50 x 70 cm
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Mehdi mIrbaghErI   
liPS cOllectiON  3 editions + aP , 2014

Print on Kodak paper digital collage - 75 x 75 cm
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Mehdi mIrbaghErI   
liPS cOllectiON  3 editions + aP , 2014

Print on Kodak paper digital collage - 75 x 75 cm
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born in 1982, tehran, Kianoosh Motaghedi is a young iranian
artist, who began his professional work in calligraphy and
ceramics at the age of 19.

His main studies led him to the field of research on islamic calligraphy. 
He has been working in ceramic arts and graphic Design since 2005 and has participated 
in more than 25 group exhibitions and 5 solos.

Kianoosh has also written several articles and books on Persian art.

KiaNOOSH 
mOTAGhedI 
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Kianoosh motaghEdI
SHaHPaSaND Oil caN, edition 1/3 + aP, 2015

Print on canvas - 50 x 70 cm
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born in 1983, in tehran,iran
education:
b.a in art painting(art & architecture University)
M.a in art painting(Soore University)

sOlO exhIBITIONs

2010 - iranian artists Forum (Nami gallery)
2011 - ”the living experience”(Siin gallery)
2013 - “rainbow in Private Quarter”(Homa art gallery)
2014 - “Pegah in wonderland” ( galerie le cameleon antibes,france) efforts (galerie NicolasFlamel,Paris)

GROup exhIBITIONs

2015 - ”experience”(Panjere art gallery)
2014 - iran-international gallery exposition (Qasr garden museum)
2014 - Haftnegah 7th  big sale of the year (Niavaran cultural center)
2014 - ”20+5”(Hoom gallery)
2014 - “eraser”(Shirin gallery)
2014 - (Siin gallery)
2013 - ”tureminia “(Homa art gallery)
2013 - ”sheila gallery’s 3th anniversary”
2013 - (Siin gallery)
2013 - ”cOca cOla Mashhadi”(arte gallery)
2013 - ” Voyage autour des lettres”(Nicolas Flamel gallery,Paris)
2011 - (Siin gallery)
2009 - tajalie ehsas Festival (Niavaran)
2008 - Damonfar Festival (Niavaran)
2008 - a Hundered art works From 50 artists (aghili gallery)
2008 - afarinesh Festival (the Prize Winner)
2007 - the 7th tehran biennial (Saba collection)
2002 - “Drawing the animals”(Sheith gallery)

PegaH 
lARI 
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Pegah LarI  
gHalaFe eSHgH, 2014

acrylic and oil on canvas - 120 x 150 cm
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born in 1977 in tehran.

a bSc in Fluid Mechanics.
Possessing more than 17 years of experience in graphic Designing, advertising, art Print 
and graffiti.

ali 
RAzAvI 
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ali razavI  
KiNg, 2014

Marker on board Paper - 50 x 70 cm
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ali razavI  
QUeeN, 2014

Marker on board Paper - 50 x 70 cm
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ali razavI  
KiNg, 2014

Marker on board Paper - 50 x 70 cm
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Kambiz Sabri was born in 1967 in iran. He has a ba in sculpture 
and an Ma in graphic design. He is teaching at a number of art 
faculties in tehran, namely at tehran University. 

Kambiz has held various solo exhibitions and participated in many group exhibitions 
in contemporary art museums and galleries. He has won prizes from the 3rd Sculpture 
biennial and the 2nd Sculpture Symposium of iran. He is also a winner of the emirates 
airlines Skywards Future artists competition 2011. international activities include being the 
coordinator for the iran pavilion in the 51st Venice biennial and participation in toyomora 
Sculpture biennial 2007 in Japan, art Dubai 2011, art Paris 2011, bangladesh biennial 
2012 and art 13 london.  He also has been judge 3 times in Persbook competition.

« mY NAme Is x »

this sculpture continues with the same sensation as the previous one. the dolls stuffed in 
a cage located in a cage full of “X”. the red colour unifies the scary universe of Sabri; 
the mathematical meaning of “X” is the first unknown. During this period, Sabri shows his 
passion for a strange world in which men become powerless dolls, obliged to suffer a fate 
decided by a supreme power, a universal and global force, a kind of liberal economic 
power,  a public fate in the scenario of globalisation which changes and unifies the 
cultures of the world.

KaMbiZ 
sABRI 
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Kambiz sabrI  
MY NaMe iS X , barbie & KeN, 1/3 edition, 2008

Plexiglass & fiberglass - 32 x 32 x 32 cm
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born in 1967, roudbar, iran
High school diploma in graphic Design in 1987, tehran
b.a. in Painting, islamic azad University in 1993, tehran M.a in Painting, University of art in 
1998, tehran

FereYDOON 
OmIdI 

2013 - Opera gallery, Paris (‘Universal Flags’) 
curated by Hessam Khalatbari
2012 - Opera gallery , Paris (‘lettres Persanes’) 
curated by Hessam Khalatbari
2012 - Henna art gallery, tehran
2012 - XVa gallery, Dubai
2010 - Henna art gallery, tehran
2009 - Henna art gallery, tehran
2009 - Studio Plano gallery, Venice
2008 - caligraphy, Fereydoun ave gallery 
2008 - XVa gallery, Dubai
2007 - caligraphy, Fereydoun ave gallery 

2006 - tehran gallery
2004 - Square, iranian artist’s House, tehran
2003 - collage iranian artist’s House, tehran
2002 - iranian artist’s House
2001 - iranian artist’s House gallery,  
installation and Video art (city)
2001 - azad Designers gallery (painting on plates)
2000 - barg gallery, 4 Painters, 4 gallery
1998 - Fereshteh gallery, collection of plants
1996 - Fereydoun ave gallery
1995 - Fereydoun ave gallery

sOlO exhIBITIONs

2013 - group exhibition, galerie Nicolas Flamel, Paris
2013 - group exhibition, tara gallery, USa
2012 - group exhibition, rira gallery, Dubai
2010 - group exhibition, besharat gallery atlanta, USa
2010 - groupe exhibition, James gray gallery, USa
2010 - group exhibition, art gallery, Venice
2009 - October group exhibition, vila marbllo zon,  
vila terraglio, italy 
2009 - iranian artist’s, Nar gallery, USa
2008 - Middle east artist’s group in Waterhouse & Dodd, 
london
2007 - iranian artist’s group exhibition, Video art (elliot 

lake), canada
2007 - iranian artist’s group exhibition (caravan), 
Venice
2004 - Paris group exhibition, cité des arts
2003 - +30 group exhibition, High art, Yerevan
2003 - Venice biennal, Video art
2002 - group exhibition, Video art, Venice
2001 - +30 group, Paris triennale
2000 - +30 group and gunen group, Metropolitan, tokyo
2000 - +30 group and gunen group, Kinza gallery ,tokyo
1999 - group exhibition, iranian artist’s, Jordan

INTeRNATIONAl exhIBITIONs

Member of azad University, faculty of art author of Painting Workshop (published by Ministry of art) Member of 
iranian society of Painters.
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Fereydoon omIdI  
UNtitleD, edition 1⁄4, 2014

Print on velvet paper – 50 x 70 cm
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Fereydoon omIdI  
UNtitleD, edition 1⁄4, 2014

Print on velvet paper – 50 x 70 cm
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Fereydoon omIdI  
UNtitleD, edition 1⁄4, 2014

Print on velvet paper – 70 x 50 cm
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Fereydoon omIdI  
UNtitleD, edition 1⁄4, 2014

Print on velvet paper – 70 x 50 cm
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Fereydoon omIdI  
UNtitleD, edition 1⁄4, 2014

Print on velvet paper – 70 x 50 cm
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born in 1968, tehran, iran
2000 M.a, graphic Design Faculty of art, azad University,tehran, iran /1992-1996 
learn Painting under Professor aydin aghdashloo /1992 b.a, chemical industry 
azad University,tehran, iran

ali 
zAeem 

sOlO exhIBITIONs

2014 - etemad art gallery 
2011 - Seyhoun art gallery, tehran, iran
2008 - iranian artists forum, tehran, iran

GROup exhIBITIONs 

2014 - iranian artists forum, tehran 
2013 - Soore University, tehran 
2013 - 2th Painting & calligraphy-Painting annual exhibition , tehran 
2013 - three generations of contemporary iranian artists, art center gallery,tehran 
2012 - golestan art gallery , tehran 
2011 - art center gallery, tehran 
2011 - 8th Painting biennial , Museum of contemporary art , tehran  
2010 - Ukrainian artists forum, Kiev 
2010 - Museum of contemporary art, tirana,albania 
2009 - 3th international biennial of islamic World, tehran  
2008 - 11th international islamic arts, Sharjah, Uae
2006 - First World award of Monotheistic religions, tehran 
2005 - 22th international graphic biennial,berno 
2004 - golestan art gallery 
1996 - 4th Painting biennial, Museum of contemporary art, tehran 
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ali zaEEm
MerrY FeeliNg, 2014

acrylic on canvas – 120 x 160 cm
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born in 1978, in iran. b.a in Painting / graduated from 
art and architecture college in tehran 2001

MOrteZa 
zAhedI

selecTed sOlO exhIBITIONs

2014 - Solo show in the cafe & gallery Patina Narimasu, tokyo, Japan
2014 - illustration Solo Show « in the reference library» Kanoon, april-June, tehran, iran.
2013 - See MOre glaSS gallery, tokyo, Japan.
2013 - ”tickle“ XVa gallery, Dubai.
2013 - ”retrospective“ Studio Dou istanbul, turkey. 
2012 - ”toy Story“ XVa gallery, Dubai.
2011 - Nagayamon art gallery,tsukuba, Japan.
2010 - ”the cold Sore“ XVa gallery,Dubai.
2010 - ”Song of black tulips“ calo bookshop and cafe (Osaka) Japan.
2010 - art De art View gallery,Osaka,Japan.
2010 - ”cold Sore“ aaran art gallery,tehran,iran.
2008 - t.box gallery,tokyo,Japan.
2007 - Fukka art gallery,tokyo,Japan.
2006 - tribal art b8 gallery,Fukuoka,Japan.
2005 - t.box gallery,tokyo,Japan.
2004 - Day art gallery,tehran,iran.
2004 - t.box gallery,tokyo,Japan.
2003 - laleh art gallery,tehran,iran.

selecTed GROup exhIBITIONs 

2014 - ”art contemporaneo Para Ninos“ Plom gallery, barcelona, Spain. 
2014 - ”From Past to… tomorrow“ Day art gallery, 15 aug, tehran, iran. 
2014 - ”thirsty on Sepidrood bank“ laleh art gallery, curated by Mozaffar taghva, 15 aug, tehran, iran.
2014 - ”Dibujando el Mund“ curated by Nuria Sadurni & Jorge lujan 31 July ”Franz Mayer Museum“ Mexico city.
2014 - ”the Feeling of Happiness“ Homa art gallery, curated by Saeed ensafi, 23 May, tehran, iran.
2014 - ”Zoo“ Shirin art gallery, curated by iman Safaei, 16 May, tehran , iran.
2013 - ”como Pedro Por Mi casa“ the 7th edition of international book Festival
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Morteza zahEdI
”ZOgH ZaDeHgiY e POr raNg“, unique piece, 2014

Multicolor excitement

Mixed media - 120 x 120 x 30 cm
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